Membrane insertion and lateral mobility of synthetic amphiphilic signal peptides in lipid model membranes.
Amphiphilic signal sequences with the potential to form alpha-helices with a polar, charged face and an apolar face are common in proteins which are imported into mitochondria, in the PTS permeases of bacteria, and in bacterial rhodopsins. Synthetic peptides of such sequences partition into the surface region of lipid membranes where they can adopt different secondary structures. A finely controlled balance of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions determines the 'affinity' of amphiphilic signal peptides for lipid membranes, as well as the structure, orientation and depth of penetration of these peptides in lipid bilayer membranes. The ability of an individual peptide to associate with lipid bilayer membranes in several different modes is, most likely, a general feature of amphiphilic signal peptides and is reflected in several common physical properties of their amino acid sequences.